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　　Abstract　　The analysis on the w orkspace and rotat ional capability of HANA , a spatial 3-DoF parallel manipulator , i s concerned.

The parallel manipulator consists of a base plate , a movable plat form , and three connecting legs.The moving platform has th ree degrees of

f reedom (DoFs)w hich are tw o translat ions and one rotation , wi th respect to the base plate.The new parallel manipulator is very interest-

ing for the reason of no singularity in the w orkspace , the single-DoF joint architecture and high rotational capabili ty of the moving plat-
f orm.The inverse kinemat ics problem is described in a closed-form , w hich is very useful to present the w orkspace geomet rically.The con-

stant-orientation and reachable w orkspaces for the manipulator are analyzed f irstly.The index that is used to evaluate the rotational capa-

bility of the manipulator is defined and discussed in detai l.Finally , the dist ribution of rotat ional capabi li ty index on the workspace is pre-
sen ted , w hich helps us know how much the index is at dif ferent point.The parallel manipulator has w ide applicat ion in the fields of indus-

t rial robots , simulators , micro-m ot ion manipulators , and parallel kinemat ics machines.

　　Keywords:　paral lel manipulator , singulari ty , rotational capabili ty , workspace , kinematics.

　　In the past tw o decades , there have been consid-
erable developments in the f ield of parallel manipula-
tors because they can be used as industrial robots[ 1] ,
simulators

[ 2]
, force/ torque sensors

[ 3]
, micromanipu-

lators[ 4 , 5] , and parallel kinematics machine[ 6] .After
the design concept of a manipulator w ith parallel

kinematics w as int roduced by Stew art in 1965[ 7] , es-
pecially , since the 1980s , many parallel manipulato rs

w ith specified deg rees of freedom (DoFs)have been

developed.Most of them can be ident if ied in the book

w rit ten by Merlet[ 8] .Besides those , most recently ,
some novel parallel manipulato rs were pro-
posed[ 9 ～ 12] .

Workspace is the reg ion where a manipulator can

reach.Rotational capabili ty is one index to evaluate

w hether a device is available for the task in hand o r

not.One of the disadvantages in parallel manipulato rs
is it s relatively small useful wo rkspace , especially ,
the lower rotational capability[ 13] , which limits thei r

applications in the industry.The analysis of ro tational
capability of the output link(moving platform)in the

w orkspace is one of the most impo rtant issues in the

design and application of a parallel kinematics.Un-
fortunately , to the autho rs ' know ledge , there are

few repo rts about evaluating the rotat ional capability

of the moving platfo rm at one point in the workspace

of a parallel manipulator.What is mo re , there are

few parallel manipulators wi th high rotational capabil-
ity.

HANA , a new spatial 3-DoF parallel manipula-
to r w ith three non-identical chains , was proposed by

Liu and Wang .[ 11] The movable platform has three

DoFs , which are tw o degrees of t ranslational freedom

and one deg ree of rotational f reedom , w ith respect to

the base plate.The inverse kinematics problem of the

parallel manipulator is given , which is basic for the

analysis on the w orkspace and rotational capability.
The w orkspace fo r the manipulator is analyzed sy s-
tematically , and especially , the index to evaluate the

rotational capabili ty of the moving platform of the

manipulator is defined and discussed in detail.In the

manipulator , only single-DoF joints are involved in

the rotational conf igurat ions , which leads to high ro-
tational capability performance of the manipulator.
The parallel manipulato r studied here has w ide appli-
cations in the f ields of indust rial robots , simulators ,
micro-motion manipulators , and parallel machine

tools.The analy sis presented in this paper can be of



g reat help in the design , application and control of

such devices.

1　Description of the manipulator

The parallel manipulator was f irstly proposed by

Liu and Wang[ 11] , which consists of a base plate , a
movable plat form , and three legs that connect the

aforementioned tw o plates.Each connecting leg has

four DoFs.Two of the three legs have identical

chains , each of which consists of a planar four-bar
parallelogram and three 1-DoF joints.The third one

consists of a 2-DoF joint (or two 1-DoF joints)and

tw o 1-DoF joints.A 1-DoF joint in each leg is actuated.

The manipulator , show n in Fig.1 , contains a

triangular plate referred to as the output platfo rm 14.
The platfo rm is an isosceles t riangle described by its

parameter r , where O′P i=r (i=1 ,2 , 3), as show n
in Fig.2.Vertices of this plat form are connected to a

fixed-base plate , consist ing of 3 , 7 and 11 , through
three legs 1 , 5 and 12.In this paper the three legs

are called the first , second and thi rd legs , respective-
ly.Legs 1 and 5 have ident ical chains , each of w hich

consists of a length-f ixed link , a planar four-bar par-
allelogram , which is connected to a revolute joint 15

o r 16 at the bot tom end and a passive revolute joint 4

o r 6 at the other.The revolute joint is then at tached

to an active slider 2 or 8 , which is mounted on the

guidew ay 3 or 7.The third leg 12 is very different

from the former two legs.It consists of a leng th-fixed
link which is connected to a universal joint (or two
revolute joints)13 at the bo ttom end and a passive

revolute joint 9 at the other.The revolute joint is at-
tached to an active slider 10 , which is mounted on the

guidew ay 11.Parameter R designates the size of the

base plat form , that is OA =OB =OC =R.The
movement of the moving platfo rm is achieved by the

movement of the three sliders on the guidew ay s.

Fig.1.　The spatial 3-DoF parallel manipulator:HANA

Fig.2.　Geomet ric parameters of HANA

　　According to the manipulator capabili ty analysis

presented by Liu and Wang[ 11] , the manipulator has

three DoFs , which are tw o translations in O-yz plane
and one rotational deg ree of f reedom about y-axis.
Here , O-xyz is a fixed g lobal reference system ,
which is defined in Section 2.1.

2　Basic kinematics analysis of HANA

2.1　Inverse kinematics

A kinematics model of the manipulato r is devel-
oped as show n in Fig.2.Vertices of the output plat-
form are deno ted as platfo rm joints P i(i =1 , 2 , 3),
and vertices of the base plat form are deno ted as A , B
and C.A fixed g lobal reference system R:O-xyz is

located at the center of the side AB with the z-axis
no rmal to the base plate and the x-axis di rected along
BA .Another reference f rame , called the top f rame

R′:O′-x′y′z′, is located at the center of the side

P1P2.The z′-axis is perpendicular to the output

platfo rm and x′-axis directed along P 2P 1.The

length of link for each leg is denoted as L , where
P iB i=L , i=1 , 2 , 3.What we should note is that ,
in some cases , the length of the link P 3B 3 can be dif-
ferent f rom that of P1B 1 and P2B2.

For the inverse kinematics analysis , the pose of

the moving plat form is considered known , and the

position is given by the position vector(O′)Rand the
orientation is given by a matrix Q.And there are

(O′)R=(x 　y 　z)T , (1)

where x =0 ,

Q =
cos 0 sin 
0 1 0

-sin 0 cos 
, (2)

where the angle  is the rotational DoF of the output

platfo rm with respect to y-axis.The coordinate of

the point P i in the f rameR′can be described by the

vector (pi)R′(i=1 , 2 ,3), and
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(p1)R′=(r　0　0)
T , 　(p2)R′=(-r　0　0)T ,

(p3)R′=(0　-r　0)
T
. (3)

Vecto rs(bi)R(i=1 ,2 ,3)will be defined as the posi-
tion vecto rs of B i in f rameR, and
(b1)R=(R 　0　z1)

T , 　(b2)R=(-R　0　z2)
T ,

(b3)R=(0　-R 　z3)
T. (4)

The vector (pi)R(i=1 ,2 ,3)in frame O-xyz can be

w rit ten as

(pi)R= Q(pi)R′+(O′)R. (5)

Then the inverse kinematics of the parallel manipula-
tor can be solved by w riting the following constraint

equation

‖[ pi -bi] R‖ =L , 　i =1 ,2 ,3 , (6)
which leads to

(rcos -R)2 +y
2 +(z -r sin -z 1)

2 =L
2 ,
(7)

(R -rcos )2 +y
2 +(z +r sin -z 2)

2 =L
2 ,

(8)
(y +R -r)

2
+(z -z3)

2
=L

2
. (9)

Hence , fo r a given manipulator and for prescribed

values of the position and orientation of the plat form ,
the required actuator inputs can be direct ly computed

from Eq.(6), that is

z 1 =± L
2
-(rcos -R)

2
-y

2
+z -rsin ,

(10)

z 2 =± L
2 -(R -rcos )2 -y

2 +z +rsin ,

(11)

z 3 =± L
2
-(y -r +R)

2
+z . (12)

From Eqs.(10), (11)and (12), we can see

that there are eight inverse kinematics solutions for a

g iven pose of the parallel manipulator.To obtain the

inverse configuration as show n in Fig.1 , each one of

the signs “±” in Eqs.(10)～ (12)should be “ +” .

2.2　Jacobian matrices

Eqs.(7), (8) and (9)can be dif ferent iated

w ith respect to time to obtain the velocity equations ,
which leads to

(z -rsin -z1)z
·
1

　= yy
·
+(z -rsin -z1)z

·

　　+[(z 1 -z)rcos +Rrsin ]  
·
, (13)

(z +rsin -z2)z
·
2

　= yy
·
+(z +rsin -z2)z

·

　　+[(z -z 2)rcos +Rrsin ]  
·
, (14)

(z -z 3)z
·
3 =(y -r +R)y

·
+(z -z 3)z

·
.
(15)

Rearranging Eqs.(13)～ (15)leads to an equation of

the fo rm

Aρ
·
=Bp

· , (16)

where p
·
is the vecto r of output velocit ies defined as

p
·
=(y

·
　z
·
　 
·
)T , (17)

and ρ
·
is the vector of input velocit ies defined as

ρ
·
=(z

·
1　z

·
2　z

·
3)

T. (18)

Matrices A and B are , respectively , the 3×3 inverse
and forward Jacobian matrices of the manipulato r and

can be expressed as

A =

z -rsin -z 1 0 0

0 z +rsin -z2 0

0 0 z -z3

,

(19)

B=

y z-rsin -z 1 r(z 1-z)cos +R rsin 

y z+rsin -z 2 r(z-z 2)cos +R rsin 

y-r+R z-z 3 0

.

(20)

Jacobian matrices A and B will be used to analy ze the

singulari ty.

3　Workspace analysis

3.1　Constant-o rientation workspace

The constant-orientation workspace is def ined as

the region that can be reached by the reference point

on the moving platfo rm when the orientat ion of mov-
ing platform is kept constant.In this paper , the
w orkspace will be discussed fi rst ly .

Eqs.(7)～ (9)can be rew rit ten as

y
2
+[ z -(rsin +z 1)]

2
=L

2
-(R -rcos )

2
,

(21)
y
2 +[ z -(z 2 -rsin )] 2 =L

2 -(R -rcos )2 ,

(22)
[ y -(r -R)]

2
+(z -z 3)

2
=L

2
, (23)

f rom which we can see that if z1 , z 2 , z 3 and  are
specified , Eqs.(21)～ (23)represent three circles in

the plane O-yz .For the first leg , the circle is cen-
tered at (0 , rsin + z 1) and the radius is

L
2-(R -r cos )2 .Fo r the second leg , the circle

is centered at (0 , z 2 - rsin ) and the radius is

L
2-(R -r cos )2 .And fo r the third one ,

(r -R , z 3)and L are the center and radius of the

circle , respectively .Indeed , if the mechanical inter-
ference is neglected , the boundary of the workspace

fo r each leg is at tained whenever at least one of the

actuators reaches one of its limits.If we assume that

 is specified and the range of motion of the actuators
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is given by

z1 , z 2 , z 3 ∈ [ zmin , zmax] , (24)

the workspace for each leg is the enveloping face of

innumerable circles. The constant-orientation
w orkspace of the parallel manipulator is the intersec-
tion of the three enveloping faces.

3.2　Reachable wo rkspace

The reachable wo rkspace is known as the region

that can be reached by the reference point w ith at

least one orientation.First ly , let us investigate the

intersection of tw o enveloping faces expressed by

Eqs.(21)and(22).That is , if  is given and z 1 and

z 2 are specif ied by Eq.(24)whether the intersection

between the constant-orientation w orkspaces of the

first and second legs exists.Based on Eqs.(21)and

(22), we assume that there is intersection fo r

 ∈[ 0 ,90°] , then boundaries of the orientation

w orkspace intersection should be y
2 +[ z -(r sin +

z min)]
2=L

2-(R -rcos )2 and y
2 +[ z -(z max -

rsin )] 2=L
2-(R -rcos )2.In this case , the re-

lationship betw een r sin +z min and z max - r sin 
must be

z max -rsin > rsin +zmin , (25)
that is

sin <(z max -z min)/2 r , (26)

which is the condition to the possible intersect ion of

the orientation w orkspaces for the first and second

legs when 0≤ ≤90°.Similarly , if  ∈[ -90°, 0)
and there is intersection , circles y 2+[ z -(rsin +
z max)]

2
=L

2
-(R -rcos )

2
and y

2
+[ z -(z min -

rsin )] 2=L
2-(R -rcos )2 should be the bound-

aries.Then , the condition for the possible intersec-
tion of the orientation workspaces will be z max +
rsin >z min-r sin , which is the same as Eq.(26).

From above analysis , one can see that Eq.(26)
is actually the condition for the possible intersection of

o rientation wo rkspaces fo r the fi rst and second legs.
The reachable wo rkspace for the first and second legs

is the combinat ion of all such orientation w orkspaces

of the two leg s , which is deno ted as ΨR12.And the

reachable wo rkspace for the third leg , which is the

region given by Eq.(23), is deno ted as ΨR3.The
reachable wo rkspace of the parallel manipulator can be

expressed as

ΨR =ΨR 12 ∩ ΨR3. (27)

Generally , in most industrial applications , we
just consider basically the orientation workspace with

 =0 , which is denoted as ΨOW
-
0.Based on such

w orkspace , some perfo rmances , e.g.the rotational

capability of the device , can be invest ig ated ulterior-
ly .Usually , the boundaries of the w orkspace can be

given by

Ca:y
2
+(z -zmax)

2
= L

2
-(R -r)

2
, (28)

Cb:y
2 +(z -z min)

2 =L
2 -(R -r)2 , (29)

Cc:[ y -(r -R)]
2
+(z -z min)

2
=L

2
,(30)

Cd :[ y -(r -R)] 2 +(z -z max)
2 =L

2.

(31)
In this paper , the w orkspace outside the orientat ion

w orkspace w ith  =0 is assumed unusable.The rota-
tional capability analysis in the follow ing sections is

also simply based on the orientation w orkspace w ith

 =0.

4　Rotational capability analysis

Rotational capability analysis is to evaluate how

much the ro tational DoF could reach.We know that

among the rotat ional configurations there are singu-
larities , especially the second kind of singularity.
Therefore , we should f irstly investigate the singulari-
ty .According to the classificat ion of the singularit ies

pertaining to parallel manipulato rs[ 26] , the second

kind of singularity arises w hen B becomes singular

but A is invertible , i.e.when
det(A)≠0　and　det(B)=0. (32)

In such a configuration , the output link is locally

movable even when all the actuated joints are locked ,
and the output link cannot resist one o r mo re forces or

moments even when all actuators are locked.

Generally , this kind of singularity occurs in the

configurations related to the rotational DoF[ 9] .The
rotational DoF related actuation is that the f irst and

second legs provide.Therefore , the research of the

second kind of singularity just involves the configura-
tions of the f irst and second leg s.

Assuming that the first leg P 1B 1 is in the mov-
ing plat form plane , that is

r(z1 -z)cos +Rr sin =0 , (33a)
which leads to

tan =(z 1 -z)/ R . (33b)
If the manipulator is in a singular conf iguration , there
must be

|B|=[ r(z -z 2)cos +Rrsin ] [ y(z -z 3)

-(y -r +R)(z -rsin -z 1)] =0.
(34)

The condition to Eq.(34)is
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r(z -z 2)cos +Rrsin =0 , (35)

which gives the information that the second leg is also

in the moving platform plane.Then the condi tion to

the second kind of singularity of the manipulator is

that the fi rst and second legs are in the moving plat-
form plane , simultaneously.This singulari ty w ill

make a negat ive influence on the rotational capability.

According to the kinematics of the spatial 3-DoF
parallel manipulator , the rotat ional DoF of the ma-
nipulator is the rotation of the moving plat form with

respect to y-axis as shown in Fig.1.Considering the

structure of the manipulator , one can see that the

first and second leg s are in the same status for the ro-
tational DoF .This reminds us that , for a given posi-
tion(y , z)in the w orkspace , if  satisfies Eq.(10),
i t must satisfy Eq.(11), which can be easily found

out from Eqs.(10)and(11).Therefore , to investi-
gate the rotat ional capability of the rotat ional DoF ,
one of the f irst and second legs can be considered

firstly.From Eqs.(3)and(5), the position vecto r

(p1)Rcan be w ri tten as

(p1)R=(rcos 　y 　z -rsin )
T
. (36)

Let x p1 = rcos , yp1 = y and z p1 = z - rsin ,
Eq.(21)can be rew rit ten as

(x p1 -R)2 +y
2
p1 +(zp1 -z 1)

2 = L
2 , (37)

which stands fo r a spherical surface centered at

(R ,0 , z 1), and the radius is L .If z 1 is specified and
the w orkspace point(y , z)is given , Eq.(37)repre-
sents a ci rcle centered at point (R , y , z 1), and the

radius is L
2-y 2.The equation can be rew rit ten as

(xp1 -R)2 +(zp1 -z 1)
2 = L

2 -y
2 , (38)

which is located on the plane paralleling to O-xz
plane given by y .If z1 is specif ied as z 1 ∈ [ z min ,
z max] , Eq.(38) represents some circles w ith the

same radius L
2-y

2 .Considering the manipulato r

studied here , fo r a given position(y , z)of the mov-
ing platform , the locus of point P 1 is the subset of a

circle of radius r.The equation can be w ritten as

x
2
p1 +(zp1 -z)2 = r

2 , (39)

which is located at the plane paralleling to O-xz
plane , defined by y.What is more , we can see that

tw o circles defined by Eqs.(38)and(39)are located
on the same plane.When (y , z)and z1 are speci-
f ied , the intersecting point(xp1 , z p1)of the tw o cir-
cles can be obtained.

Eq.(38)minus Eq.(39)produces
z p1 = f xp1 +g , (40)

where g=(L 2-y
2-r

2+z
2-z

2
1-R

2)/2(z -z 1)
and f =R/(z -z 1).Substituting Eq.(40)into Eq.
(38)leads to

A′x
2
p1 +B′xp1 +C′=0 , (41)

where A′=1+f
2 , B′=2 f(g-z)and C′=(g -

z)2-r 2.Then there is

x p1 =
-B′± B′2 -4A′C′

2A′
. (42)

zp1 can also be obtained by substituting Eq.(42)into
Eq.(40).From Eqs.(40)and(42), we can see that

there are tw o intersecting points.If z1 changes be-
tw een z min and z max , all such intersecting points can

be reached , the set of which is actually an (or two)
arc(s), part(s)of the circle given by Eq.(39).The
arc(s)is(are)then the possible locus of point P 1 for

the f irst leg for a given parallel manipulator.Every
point on the arc(s)represents the possible configura-
tion of the moving platfo rm at a given point in the

w orkspace.

As mentioned above , a given value  that satis-
fies Eq.(10)can undoubtedly satisfy Eq.(11).Even
though , one can notice that , f rom Eqs.(10) and

(11), if z 1 obtained from Eq.(10)for a specif ied ori-
entation  is within [ z min , z max] , one cannot be sure
that z2 in Eq.(11)is also available between z min and

z max.This means that not every point on the afo re-

mentioned arc(s)corresponds to an available orienta-
tion of the parallel manipulato r.Then the question in

the face for this case is how the o rientation of the ma-
nipulator could be , and how to define the rotational

capability of the parallel manipulator.From Eqs.
(10)and (11), one can also f ind out that if z 1 is

w ithin [ zmin , z max] for a given  , z 2 can also be

w ithin [ z min , z max] fo r the orientation - but not

 .This can help us to know which point on the arc is

the real locus of point P1 for a given parallel manipu-
lato r.That is if  max>0 is the maximum orientat ion

that the manipulato r can reach at a specified point

(y , z)in the workspace ΨOW
-
0 , the available orien-

tation of the manipulator must be [ - max ,  max ] ,
which is symmetric w ith respect to the axis x″.In
this paper , x″is def ined as the axis that is located at

point(y , z)and is parallel to x-axis.This result will
be discussed in detail based on an example in the next

section.The index ζto ev aluate the ro tational capa-
bility of the moving plat form at the given posit ion

(y , z)is then defined as

ζ=2 max. (43)
What we should no tice is that , possibly , these con-
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f ig urations for the orientat ion [ - max ,  max] include

that of singularities , which w ill separate the arc into

tw o manipulato r-inaccessible ones.Actually , the ro-
tational capability of a real manipulator device can on-
ly be valued by one of the tw o arcs.For the manipu-
lator as show n in Fig .1 , only the second kind of sin-
gularity will occur in a usable w orkspace of a manipu-
lator.What should be considered here is the singular-
ity of the first and second leg s B1P1 and B2P2.This
singularity occurs w hen the first and second legs are

in the moving platfo rm plane , simultaneously .Actu-
ally , it is not easy to reach such singulari ty for the

parallel manipulato r.If the actuation is given reason-
ably , there is no singulari ty in the wo rkspace fo r such

a parallel manipulator.The detailed presentation of

the rotat ional capability will be discussed by an exam-
ple in the follow ing section.

5　An example

As an example of application of the analysis fo r

the new parallel manipulator presented in this paper ,
the w orkspace and ro tational capability of a spatial 3-
DoF parallel manipulato r w ith r=3.0 , R =12.0 and
L =15.0 are considered here.

If the actuated mot ion is specified as

z 1 , z 2 , z 3 ∈ [ -3.0 , 3.0] , (44)
the second kind of singularity w ill occur only in the

case that B 1P 1 , P1P2 and P2B2 are completely ex-
tended or folded.In such a conf iguration , inputs fo r
the f irst and second leg s should be long enough.Fo r
example , at point (y =0.0 , z =-12.0), when
B 1P 1 , P 1P 2 and P 2B 2 are completely extended the

inputs should be z 1 =-25.42 and z 2 =1.42 , re-
spectively , which can be obtained from Eqs.(10)and
(11).This indicates that z 1 is beyond the input limit
g iven in Eq.(44), i.e.there is no input condit ion to

the singular configuration at this point.For the given
manipulato r , because L - r =R , the completely

folded singular conf igurat ion occurs only when the

first and second legs are both parallel to x axis.In
the configuration , the o rientation of the manipulato r

w ill be 180°or -180°.Therefore , i t is not easy fo r

the parallel manipulator to reach the second kind of

singularity.For the given parallel manipulator , the
moving platfo rm cannot reach the orientation as much

as 180°or -180°, which w ill be show n in the follow-
ing analysis.

In o rder to f ind the singular conf igurations , we
can mirro r the first and second legs P1B1 and P2B2

and the moving plat form into the plane O-xz , and

the mirrors are P′1B 1 , P′2 B2 and P′1P′2 , respectively ,
as show n in Fig.3.For a specified point (y , z)in

the w orkspace , the first and second inputs for the

second kind of singularity can be expressed as

z1 = z - (B 2P′2 +r)2 -R
2 ,

z2 = z + (B 2P′2 +r)2 -R
2 ,

(45)

fo r the case of completely ex tended configuration , and

z1 = z - (B 2P′2 -r)2 -R
2 ,

z2 = z + (B 2P′2 -r)2 -R
2 ,
　B2P′2 -r ≥R

(46)
fo r the case of completely folded conf iguration , espe-

cially , if B 2P′2 -r<R , there is no condi tion to the

folded singularity .In the two equat ions , B 2P′2 =

L
2
-y

2
.If z 1 and z 2 in any one of the above tw o

equat ions are both within [ z min , z max] , there is the

second kind of singularity at the point(y , z);o ther-
wise , there is no such singularity .

According to the analysis of the wo rkspace in

Section 3.2 , the reachable w orkspace ΨR of the ex-
ample can be obtained as the shade region in Fig.4
(a).The area of the wo rkspace is 32.7980 , which
can be obtained easily with the help of a commercial

software , AutoCAD R14.Fig.4(b)show s the ori-
entation wo rkspace ΨOW

-
0 , in which the boundaries

of the workspace given by Eqs.(28)～ (31)are illus-
t rated.The area is 31.7521 , which is lit tle less than
that of ΨR .The following analysis on the rotational

capability is based on this wo rkspace.

Fig.3.　T he mirror of the rotat ional configurat ion to O-xz plane.

As an example to present the rotational capabili-
ty index , the reference point O′on the moving plat-
form is specif ied as c(yc=-2.0 , z c=-12.0)in the
w orkspace ΨOW

-
0.The circle described by Eq.(39)
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Fig.4.　Workspace of the manipulator for the example in Section

5.(a)The reachable w orkspace , (b) the orientat ion-w orkspace

with  =0.

is denoted as νcentered at point c in the plane Oy-
x yyy , which is parallel to plane O-xy and there is

OOy=yc , as illustrated in Fig.5.The region , which
is the locus of point P 1 on the first leg given by Eq.
(38)when z1 ∈ [ -3.0 , 3.0] , in the plane Oy-
x yyy is also show n in Fig .5.The part of circle νthat
is embodied in the reg ion is arc ab.Points a and b

are actually the intersecting points betw een circle ν
and the circle given by Eq.(38)when z 1=z min.Arc
ab is then the locus of point P1 when the moving

plat form is locked at point c and the second leg is not

considered.It is obvious that the angle ∠bcx″is no
less than ∠acx″, and the mirror of point a about x″
axis is point a′, which is on the arc ab.As analyzed
in the previous section , if z1 is w ithin [ z min , zmax]
for a given orientation  , z 2 can also be w ithin

[ zmin , z max] for the orientat ion - .Extending it to

this example , if point P 1 is located at any point of arc

aa′, both z 1 and z 2 can be w ithin [ -3.0 , 3.0] .
Otherw ise , if point P1 is located at arc ba′, z 2 w ill
not be available between -3.0 and 3.0.The central
ang le of arc aa′is then the ro tational capability in-
dex , and ζ=2∠x″ca=89.65°at the point c , which
indicates that the t ilt ing angle of the moving platform

can be ±44.82°and  max=∠x″ca=44.82°.Fig.6
(a)show s the simulation of conf igurations fo r the

first and second legs and the moving plat form in plane

O-xz .As mentioned above , the central ang le con-
tains possibly singular configurations of the manipula-
tor.And the singular configurations separate the arc

aa′into tw o manipulato r-inaccessible ones.But , fo r
the given parallel manipulator , from Eqs.(45)and

(46), one can see that if the second kind of singulari-
ty occurs in the w orkspace , one of the inputs z 1 and
z 2 for the fi rst and second legs must be no more than

-7.81.I t is in conf lict wi th the given input limit

[ -3.0 , 3.0] .Then there is no singularity in the

w orkspace fo r the given parallel manipulator.

Generally , the rotational capabili ty of the manip-
ulator studied here can be expressed as

ζ=2|tan
-1
(zp1/ xp1)|, (47)

in which zp1 and xp1 can be obtained from Eqs.(40)
and(42)when z1 =z min for the case zp1 <z c , and
z 1=z max if zp1>z c , especially , ζ=0 if zp1=z c.

Fig.5.　The rotat ional capabi li ty index ζ.

Fig.6.　T he simulat ion of rotational configurations.(a)The sim-

ulat ion for the normal case;(b)the simulat ion for the adjusted

case.

Based on above analy sis results , we can obtain

all ro tational capability values of the manipulato r for

points in the w orkspace ΨOW
-
0.Fig.7 represents the

dist ribution of the rotational capability index on the

w orkspace , which show s that

(i)The dist ribution is symmetric wi th respect to

z-axis.In o ther words , the ro tational capability at

point(y , z)is identical to that at point (-y , z);
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(ii)On boundary curves of the w orkspace de-
f ined by the f irst and second legs , i.e.the curves de-
scribed by Eqs.(28)and(29), the ro tational capabil-
ity of the manipulator is zero.This is obvious because
the f irst and second inputs reach their limit at these

points.More than that , at the point near the curves

the ro tational capabili ty is very low ;

(iii)In the region z ∈ [ -12.2 , -10.3] , the
index ζis very high ζ≥90°.The maximum value of

ζcan reach 139.2°.

From the obtained results , the rotational output
of the proposed parallel manipulato r is only related to

the first and second leg s.The ro tational capability

w ill depend on the first and second inputs and the po-
sition of point O′in the w orkspace , and for a given

point , it just depends on the two inputs.Therefore ,
in the process of design for a device based on HANA ,
one can increase the input limits z min and zmax of the

first and second leg s to improve the rotat ional capabil-
ity of the device.For example , if inputs for the two
legs are changed to [ -4.0 , 4.0] , the ro tational ca-
pabili ty of the manipulator at point c(yc =-2.0 ,
z c=-12.0) w ill be increased to ζ=117.92°.
Fig.6 (b)shows the simulat ion of configurations of

this case.

Fig.7.　The dist ribution of the rotational capabilit y index on the

workspace.

6　Conclusions

In this paper , the w orkspace and rotational ca-
pabili ty of a spatial 3-DoF parallel manipulator ,
HANA , are analy zed.HANA has three DoFs , which
are tw o deg rees of t ranslational f reedom and one de-
g ree of rotational f reedom .The advantages of the

parallel manipulator are:(a)only single-DoF joints

are used;(b)combining spatial t ranslat ional and ro-
tational DoFs in a spatial 3-DoF parallel manipulator;
(c)high rotational capability of the ro tational DoF.
The w orkspace , reachable and constant-orientat ion
w orkspaces , of the manipulator is analy zed.The ro-
tational capability index of the manipulator is defined

to evaluate the rotational capabili ty in the w orkspace.
The results show that there is no singularity in the

w orkspace;and the rotational capability could be very

high w ith a reasonable design.The parallel manipula-
to r has w ide applications in the fields of industrial

robots , simulato rs , micro-motion manipulators , and
parallel machine tools.
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